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THERE’S STILL A LONG WAY TO GO: A

GYMNAST’S JOURNEY TO THE

OLYMPICS

WORDS AND PICTURES BY LAURA GARCIA

“It’s what I have been working for 12 years. And now I am finally going to the Olympics,” said Elsa

Garcia. The North Greenwich Arena witnessed a great moment for Elsa and for Mexican gymnastics:

Ms Garcia secured her place to compete in the summer Olympics in London 2012. 

Elsa Garcia is Mexico’s biggest gymnastics medallist. A heart breaking accident prevented her from

attending the Beijing 2008 Games. But now, she is ready for this new opportunity. It’s been a long

journey for the young athlete, but there’s still a long way to go. 

The histories of both Elsa and Mexican gymnasts have not been easy ones. In the 111 years since the

first Olympic Games in Paris 1990, not one of the 55 medals Mexico has won have been in gymnastics.

In a country were 95% of sports news revolves around football, it is hard to get funding. Gymnastics

was not a popular discipline in Mexico, until Elsa Garcia.

Elsa’s voyage began when she was just a baby. Her mother Maria remembers her “running around

like a crazy bean” before her second birthday. 

“She had no need for crawling, that was boring for her,” recalls her mum. “She wanted to run around

with her older sister Laura, and run she did.”

Gymnastics started as a game for her and a way to control her undying energy as a child. Elsa was

only 3 years old, but she loved it. It wasn’t long before coach Francisco Polanco noticed her talent and

began grooming the young gymnast.

“She needed to learn it as a game. It was fun for her and she got better and better,” says coach

Polanco.

Eventually, coach Polanco realized she needed a proper coach and better training facilities. When she

was 7 years old, he recommended Elsa’s parents find a place where she could blossom. A couple of
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months later, they found Regio Gymnastics Club and coaches Antonio Barraza and Teresa Lopez.

Coach Barraza remembers that Elsa’s mom was very worried her little girl would become too

competitive and “forget to have fun”. 

“Elsa was very committed from the start. She liked being good and winning,” remembers the coach.

Elsa started training 4 hours a day and going to meets in Mexico and in Texas. Little did she know her

life had changed forever.

Her slim frame allowed her to easily adapt to gymnastics and she became the newest member of a

group of young Mexican stars. Coaches Barraza and Lopez had strict training techniques and

emphasized physical fitness over all. This got them a winning team that increasingly became noticed.

Elsa started her gymnastics career alongside big names in Mexican gymnastics like Cristina Lozoya,

Rocio Leal, Abril Gonzalez.

The team was something different for Mexican gymnastics. There had been previous outstanding

gymnasts, but never a cohesive team that could perform as a whole. This nurturing environment

allowed Elsa not only to learn, but to feel challenged of living up to the expectations of her fellow

teammates. Abril Sanchez, teammate and life long friend remembers being intrigued by “this little girl

in pigtails with a need for perfection.”

“She was tiny, and so was I, but we all thought of ourselves as professionals. This was a serious thing,

and we didn’t want to cock it up,” recalls Sanchez.

The Sydney Olympics in 2000 marked the beginning of her dream. Her sister Laura was at home all

day after scoliosis surgery and taped all the gymnastics competitions. They would watch them

together and marvel at the grandeur and power of the athletes on screen. At the age of ten she knew

what she wanted to do with her life.

“One day, I’m going to be in the Olympics,” Elsa told her mom. Her mother didn’t take her seriously at

first, but later would find out just how determined her ten year old had been.

“I just wanted her to enjoy herself. You know? You hear your baby say she wants to go the Olympics

and you support her,” said her mom. “It’s like when kids say they want to be astronauts or fire fighters,

you know they’ll grow out of it to become accountants or engineers so you leave their dream bubble

un-burst. Or so I thought.”

Elsa’s big break came in 2002. She had a nasty fall during uneven bars training and fell on her face.

But the bruises were no match for her determination.  The Central American and Caribbean Games

held in El Salvador saw her claim the all-around gold title and a gold medal for Mexico as a team. Aged

12, she was the best gymnast south of the United States. She became Mexico’s golden child.

In 2007 she set out for Europe.. Facing the world’s best gymnasts Elsa snatched two gold medals:

floors and uneven bars. Never before had a Mexican gymnast won 3 world medals in such a short

time. She returned to Mexico a hero.

A year away from the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the whole country was expecting great things of the

young gymnast. But it would not be so easy. During the qualifying competition for the Olympics in

Stuttgart, Germany she struggled with an injury that hampered her qualification hopes to the Summer

Games. Based on the Mexican team's 20th-place finish in Stuttgart, only its top all-around gymnast

there earned an Olympic berth. Her teammate and best friend, Marisela Cantu qualified in her stead.

“It was the hardest thing I’ve had to go through,” remembers Elsa. “I was at the height of my career

and suddenly found myself with nothing.”

Her family, friends and fans fought for Elsa to be given the “wildcard” spot to compete in the Olympics.
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Out of the 98 female gymnasts that qualify for the Games, the International Gymnastics Federation

(FIG) and the International Olympic Committee reserve the last spot for special cases. 

"The National Commission of Sport and the Mexican Olympic Committee supported my case," said

the 18-year-old from Monterrey. "Mexico had never supported an athlete that was not automatically

ranked to go, so this was the exception."

Elsa’s bid for the spot was backed up worldwide, but the place was Thuong Do Thi Ngan Vietnamese

gymnast in an attempt to increase cultural diversity in gymnastics.

"It was tough to continue knowing that my goal and dream was passing me by," said Garcia of the

2008 Olympic Games, for which she did not qualify. "It was hard seeing the competitions on TV in my

house, but I wouldn't let myself quit. First of all, because I can't give up on something that fills me with

happiness and that I still enjoy very much. Second, I know who I am, and what I am capable of doing if

I set my mind to it, so there's nothing like keeping on training and setting new goals to keep myself

motivated. Of course, not every day is a great day, but overcoming the hard parts is what makes us

realize why we are doing this."

After a year of recovery, physical therapy and a near-decision to quit gymnastics, Elsa came back

strong in 2009. London hosted the World Championships in October, and it seemed fitting that the

venue that saw her comeback was setting for her new dream: the 2012 Olympics. She placed 12th

best in the world and was also awarded the Longines Prize for Elegance along with Great Britain's

Daniel Keatings.

Now she’s back in London and has just won her ticket to return in the summer to fulfil her dreams of

Olympic glory. Out of the 39 Mexican athletes who have qualified for the London 2012 Games, only

two compete in gymnastics: herself and her ex-boyfriend Daniel Corral for men’s gymnastics. It is an

historic year for Mexico, according to Lorena Ganan Escajadillo the Mexican Olympic delegate. It has

been a “long time” since Mexico had both a man and a woman competing in gymnastics. 

It is a lot of pressure for the 21-year-old gymnast, a veteran by the discipline’s age standards. Elsa

knows this is “probably her last attempt at the Olympics”: she is getting old to compete with the

Chinese 16 year olds with pliable bodies and resistant fresh new joints.

“I know I still have a lot of work to do. I just realized just how big this is,” she said. “I am nervous to

come back, it’s such a huge dream, but I can’t shy away from it. There’s nothing to do but do the

work.”

Elsa’s journey is far from over, and she carries a country’s hope on her shoulders. Hundreds of little

Mexican girls have started gymnastics because of her. She has fans worldwide and has already

changed the way her country views her sport. Never before has a single Mexican gymnast won 8

world medals. She has received personal awards from several presidents; thousands of dollars in cash

prizes and dozens of full sports scholarships to US Universities. 

But now, the glamour is gone; the journalists are hibernating till the summer. She and her coach are

left with the enormous challenge of making a whole country prouder than ever. With less than 100

days left before the Inauguration for the Summer Games, the Olympic athlete sets out everyday with

the promise that only London can give her: to taste Olympic glory and be crowned Mexico’s top

gymnast of all time.
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